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Degrees of Adverbs 

Worksheet 8 

Adverbs of degree show intensity in a sentence. Circle the adverb that 

shows the greatest intensity. 

1. He came (very, somewhat) close to winning the race. 

2. The water was (extremely, slightly) cold to the touch, it had chunks of ice. 

3. The movie we watched is (quite, kind of) interesting. 

4. The couch was (too, almost) big to fit in the room. 

5. He was (now, just) leaving. 

6. She had (almost, never) finished her homework when the bell rang. 

7. You are walking much (too, very) slowly to keep up with the others. 

8. You are running fast (enough, always) to keep up with the bike. 

9. We made sure the pond was (almost, completely) frozen before going ice 

skating. 

10. My father was (slightly, terribly) grumpy after work today. 

11. We felt (incredibly, somewhat) lucky to be chosen as winners of the contest. 

12. The sirens blared (noisily, softly) as the police car passed. 

13. Peanut butter and jelly is my (absolutely, slightly) favorite type of sandwich. 

14. The book was (enough, fairly) good to read for such a long book. 

15. The blanket (barely, totally) covered my feet and they got cold. 

16. The party was (practically, extremely) fun. 

17. She looked (sadly, deeply) into his eyes to see if he was telling the truth. 

18. We were (unable, barely) able to finish the large meal without getting sick. 

19. The blanket was (completely, scarcely) covered with hair after the dog got 

up. 

20. The movie was (absolutely, terribly) the funniest thing I have ever seen. 
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Answer Sheet 

1. He came (very, somewhat) close to winning the race. 

2. The water was (extremely, slightly) cold to the touch, it had chunks of ice. 

3. The movie we watched is (quite, kind of) interesting. 

4. The couch was (too, almost) big to fit in the room. 

5. He was (now, just) leaving. 

6. She had (almost, never) finished her homework when the bell rang. 

7. You are walking much (too, very) slowly to keep up with the others. 

8. You are running fast (enough, always) to keep up with the bike. 

9. We made sure the pond was (almost, completely) frozen before going ice 

skating. 

10. My father was (slightly, terribly) grumpy after work today. 

11. We felt (incredibly, somewhat) lucky to be chosen as winners of the contest. 

12. The sirens blared (noisily, softly) as the police car passed. 

13. Peanut butter and jelly is my (absolutely, slightly) favorite type of sandwich. 

14. The book was (enough, fairly) good to read for such a long book. 

15. The blanket (barely, totally) covered my feet and they got cold. 

16. The party was (practically, extremely) fun. 

17. She looked (sadly, deeply) into his eyes to see if he was telling the truth. 

18. We were (unable, barely) able to finish the large meal without getting sick. 

19. The blanket was (completely, scarcely) covered with hair after the dog got 

up. 

20. The movie was (absolutely, terribly) the funniest thing I have ever seen. 
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